
#GivingTuesdayNow - help our efforts to prevent mass
COVID-19 infections with life-giving water!

Even COVID-19 won’t stop our mission!! Huzi Village water taps will be turned on for the
very first time July 2020 in Dodoma, Tanzania - on schedule!

Water 4 Mercy gives water to those dying of thirst and food to those dying of hunger.

Current global events highlight the importance of sustainable water and innovative
agricultural technologies to further empower developing countries; this is long over
due! Water 4 Mercy's local teams ensure that life-giving waters keep flowing and
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healthy nutritious food continues to grow.

It is a matter of life or death - due to COVID-19, water is more
critical than ever!!

COVID-19's Global crisis has demonstrated that
Water 4 Mercy's PROVEN model of building local
capacity with our 'boots on the ground' ensures
water and food is secured in Africa -
PERMANENTLY!

Check out the villages impacted by our MISSION!

Your Donations Continue to Fund Clean Water & Drip Irrigation
Projects in Remote Africa!

Read more about our Proven, Sustainable Solution!

Nermine@Water4Mercy.org / 727.439.4222

Water 4 Mercy is a 501(c)(3) and relies on your generous gifts to continue reaching
people who are dying of thirst and hunger in Africa.

Copy of the Official Registration (CH#57749) and Financial Information may be obtained
from the Division of Consumer Services by calling toll-free (1-800-HELP-FLA, 435-7352)

within the state. Registration does not imply endorsement, approval, or recommendation by
the state.
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Checks to 'Water 4 Mercy' can be mailed to: 3026 Oakmont Drive Clearwater, FL 33761

Remember to shop using our AmazonSmile link - .5% of your
purchases will benefit our villagers!
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